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Design brief

In a second wave of Covid-19, how
can we overcome the data sharing
challenges between councils and the
voluntary community sector (VCS)
that stop organisations being able to
ﬁnd and provide residents the right
support when they need it?

We should consider:
●
●
●
●
●

Culture
Process
Governance
Tools
Lessons from recent months
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The concepts
Needed - Formed as a response to
common recurring research themes
across both organisations
Pragmatic - reﬂective of resources
and conditions. Workable ﬁrst versions
could be implemented in the next
month to test and learn from
Enhancements - New takes on things
that exist in some form
Outline - Not fully formed so as to be
shaped and informed by local ideas
and needs
Diﬀerent - They will not all appeal or
apply equally to you and your role

The concepts
Services and capacity
overview

Community Insights
Projects

Simpliﬁed standardised
spreadsheets

An online tool providing
up-to-date and easily
accessible information
on who is doing what
locally. Giving shared
visibility of who can
beneﬁt, how the service
works, and where it
operates.

Create shared insights
and data about important
community issues by
pooling capacity, skills,
and assets from across
the council, VCS, and
partners. Coordinated
eﬀort on prioritised
issues.

Creating common data
standards to support
sharing, matching and
deduplicating resident
information from
across databases on
Excel. Implement a set
of simple online tools
to help clean, tag and
standardise data.

Residents and resident needs we anticipate supporting
in wave 2

“

Lack of proximity to residents because of
lockdown is hurting VCS' ability to support
residents and build trust.
-VCS

Types of residents

●
●
●
●

●
●

Shielding
Newly vulnerable from wave 1
People with disabilities and long-term
health conditions
Youth who might be at risk of gang
aﬃliation because disconnected from
school
BAME, especially BAME women with ESL
Carers

Speciﬁc resident needs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Employability support
Debt support
Mental health / anxiety / well-being
Social isolation especially of those
shielding / older people
Digital divide
Bereavement support
Domestic violence

Information we heard you say you need

“

Two types of data is being collected simultaneously: non-demographic
data about the resident to help them (e.g. name, DOB etc..) and
demographic data to build a report over time and measure impact.
- VCS
Types of residents

Resident information:
●
Name
●
Address
●
DOB
●
Ethnicity
●
Religion
●
Income`
●
How they want to be communicated
with (e.g. another language/braille,
phone, text, email)
●
Questions around food—aka
allergies/cultural preference
●
Self-reported vulnerability (e.g.
around well-being or isolation)

Volunteer information:
●
Skills
●
Availability
●
Experience
●
DBS check
●
Languages spoken
Service information
●
Up to date information from
partners/VCS groups on
services/capacity
●
Understanding what types of support
are needed / which not so we can
adapt our offer of services
●
List of all the streets in a ward / locality
/ hub

Hard to access but
important information:

Hard to access but important
information:
●

●

●

●

Details of people who need
help but might not know
how to access us
“Invisible residents and
hidden issues” understanding who to
target.
If resident is already in
touch with other VCS/ the
council
Mapping the digital divide

Concept 1: Services & capacity overview

Concept description: an online tool
providing up-to-date and easily accessible
information on who is doing what locally.
Giving shared visibility of who can beneﬁt,
how the service works, and where it
operates.
Needs it meets
● To increase the visibility and awareness of
available support options
● Who has capacity for you to signpost a resident
● Awareness of changes to local support on oﬀer
● Understanding of how local services ﬁt
together, enabling you to spot gaps and
partnership opportunities
● Potential for residents to ﬁnd and access
services in an appropriate way

“

‘Live’ updates from VCS/LA/NHS
and other organisations involved in
the COVID-19 response about their
volunteer needs. We need this
information on an ongoing basis as
these needs change. - VCS

“
“

There’s various things that already
exist but they need to become
more accessible, accurate and real
time to be valuable. - Council
Having easily accessible
information on who is doing what
in the local area and where the
gaps are to understand where we
can ﬁt into that is vital - VCS
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Concept 1: Services & capacity overview
How it could work
For VCS volunteers and professionals:
● what services do I oﬀer? What are our specialisms?
● am I currently accepting new service users?
● am I looking for additional volunteers?
● what resident eligibility criteria do I have?
● who have my services been supporting recently? (Demographics)
● what can I oﬀer in terms of expertise or resources for others to
understand how they might work with me or what niche I’m ﬁlling?
● what data, trends or overview of needs could I share with others?

Where are we starting from?
●
●

●
●

Voluntary Action Camden
service directory
Care Choice with
Bedfordshire, Central
Bedfordshire, Luton
Time to Spare for
overview of volunteers
Public facing coronavirus
service listings in Camden
and C.Beds

Considerations:

For clients and carers:
● if I engaged with this service, what do the people I’d speak with
look like?
● where would I go, what does it look like?
● will they have the language skills to communicate with me?
● can I physically access the space?
● exactly what Covid precautions are in place, and what does this
look like?

●

●
●

What features should be
prioritised and why? What
do you currently lack or
ﬁnd hard?
What would make this
trustworthy and useable?
What have you learned
from past attempts to
ﬁnd/create this type of
information?
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Concept 1: Services & Capacity Overview
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Concept 2: Community insights projects
Concept description: Create shared insights
and data about important community issues
by pooling capacity, skills, and assets from
across the council, VCS, and partners.
Coordinated eﬀort on prioritised issues.
User needs:
● Develop valuable understanding around
shared challenges to aid better coordinated
and targeted responses
● Provide VCS community with access to data
expertise to unlock value in data
● Connect the data the council can access to
clear needs and uses
● Quickly compile data in response to emerging
issues to enable better planning
● Improve communication and skills sharing
between partners to raise data quality and value

“

“

I'm really fearful for at-risk groups
of residents out there about which
we have almost no information.
Right now, we’re simply guessing
and reacting using our own
instincts and numbers...together
we must surely have diﬀerent
pieces of the puzzle to help us be
smarter?
- VCS
We have real pressing issues like
understanding the digital divide,
spotting the invisible residents who
don’t show up on the books (no GP,
etc)...I’d love to frame the questions
together not just get sent some
data to interpret.
- VCS
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Concept 2: Community insights projects
How it could work:
●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●

project would be co-produced based on what all parties
prioritise (e.g. Understanding the digital divide by mapping the
characteristics of people most impacted)
rather than requests being passed between organisations,
ideas are informally shaped together at an early stage to
explore what is possible, desirable and valuable
bring together key support roles such as legal and policy
expertise, to help foresee and unblock issues as they arise
ﬁnd other data projects and rapidly re-apply the existing tools,
legal frameworks and lessons to create local versions
framing as ‘projects’ provides clear time pressures and clarity
over outcomes and return on time investment
through these projects, upskill VCS and the council in
identifying how to collect and use high quality data and how to
design these data projects/products
look at things that it’s sensible to know, not just what
regulations or policy mandate
explore ethics, standards and fair usage together

Where are we starting from?
●

●
●

●

New frontline partner
forums setup during
Covid in each region
Knowledge of emerging
issues and trends
Local data initiatives
such as Digital Charter
in Camden
Example forums and
data initiatives across
the UK

Considerations:
●
●
●
●

What project ideas
come to mind?
What assets could you
bring to this forum?
What might this concept
look like?
What would it need to
make this work?
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Concept 2: Community Insights Projects
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Concept 3: Simpliﬁed and standardised spreadsheets
Concept description:
Embracing the most common data format, this is about
creating common data standards to support sharing,
matching and deduplicating resident information from
across databases on Excel. Implement a set of simple
online tools to help clean, tag and standardise data.
User needs:
● Share information with partner organisations who
do not have access to advanced data and IT skills
and software
● Where it is shared, piece together information
about residents in one place
● Increase dialogue between organisations about
what information is available and what is shared
● Know enough about any data that is shared to be
able to make sense of it
● Timely feedback from partners about residents
that have been referred to them
● Match up repeat lists quickly (i.e. updated
Shielding list, list of residents in care home etc)

“

We had to reject a VCS groups
data because it was such a mess
and we didn't have the time to tidy
it up but it's not their fault, there’s
limited time and skills. If we could
help remove that hurdle it opens
up lots more possibilities”
- Council

“

All our data eventually is in
spreadsheets, so the last thing I
need is another place to copy
things or look for things. I don’t
have the time to be ﬁguring out
someone else's rules.
- VCS
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Concept 3: Simpliﬁed and standardised spreadsheets
How it could work:
Common data standard and tools to support sharing
● Create a list of speciﬁc information that commonly features in the
datasets (e.g. names, addresses, volunteer status etc)
● Decide across the partnerships what to call them and how they
should be formatted
● Anyone can easily start applying these standards to any existing
excel data by using online tools that support with cleaning and
tagging data
● Open source online tools already exist which could be repurposed

Where are we starting from?
●

●
●

Excel tools created in
each council to match
residents from across
diﬀerent lists
Open source “helper”
tools on the web
Lessons from the last 6
months of key
information to gather

Considerations:

Matching and deduplication
● This would be an Excel tool. You paste lists of resident data from
various systems that could be copied into tabs.
● It would ﬁnd duplicates and potential duplicates based on a number
of factors
● Where there are deﬁnite matches, resident information can be
paired up. Where there are non-deﬁnite matches, this could be
double checked by a human
● Signiﬁcantly reduce the time needed to manually match diﬀerent
lists of residents, helping to increase the frequency of sharing

●

●

●

What lessons did you
learn about your own
data quality in wave 1?
What info is most
important to
standardise?
How often do you
submit or share data set
at the moment? How
much time does it take?
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Concept 3: Simpliﬁed and standardised spreadsheets
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